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Legends and the past

The Nagy-Eged was supposedly named after the Vallons, settled down by Saint 
Stephen. They were the first to plant and harvest grapes on these hillsides and in-
toduced the worship of Saint Egyed – one of the most beloved Saints from the me-
dieveal times – sharing his heritage among the poor after the death of his parents.

THE LEGEND OF SAINT EGYED
The legend of Saint Egyed was described in the poem titled ’Eged – Saga from Vata’s 
times’ written by the well-known poet and catholic priest, Gedeon Mindszenty in 1857. 
According to the legend his drawn blood paints the grapes of Nagy-Eged into red every 
year. This piece of poetry takes us back to 1046, when the revolution led by Vata broke out. 
Saint Egyed lived as a hermit on the top of the hill and became the victim of the pagans 
along with his chapel. His heart was stabbed by an arrow while he was trying to defend the 
Holy Cross from the axes of the pagans, and he died among flames in his beloved chapel.

„Szegény barát,
Amit kerestél, a tied lett;
E tűzre ily csemege kellett…”
És földobák szilaj gyönyörrel
A kis kápolna égő hajzatára,
Melynek fölötte a dühös láng
Veszett táncát ropogva járja,
Széjjelhajítva vörös köpenyét,
Az ég felé meresztve üstökét,
Csiling, cseleng,
Még sarkantyúja is peng!…

A kápolnának kis harangja az, mely
Zokogva olvad a romok közé,
Mikéntha ősz gazdája végimáját
S halálravált búcsúját zengené; …

Csak Szent Egyed vércsöppei dacolnak
Hatalmával a rengeteg időnek,
Pirosra festvén a gerezdeket,
Melyek itt évről évre nőnek…”

CHAPEL OF THE HOLY CROSS AND THE HERMITS
Based on the archives a chapel must have stood on the top of 
the Eged hill, but there has barely any written record remained, 
when it might have been built or ruined. 

The first written record of the chapel dates back to the support 
letter written in Latin by Ferenc Barkóczy, Bishop of Eger on 
10th May 1752, that supposed to be an order of the reconstruc-
tion of the chapel: ’…in the past few years we have observed 
among the citizens of our Episcopal Town, that they especially 
care for the chapel standing for the glory of our Holy Cross on 
the top of the neighbouring Eged hill…therefore the crumbling 
chapel needs to be reconstructed. ’

The Minorites of Eger – who recorded the different religious events 
extremely detailed – mentioned the chapel and the hermits several 
times. It is well known that the chapel was consecrated by Ferenc 
Barkóczy in 1753 on the 3rd of May. Afterwards, every year on the 
3rd May (to the memory of the consecration) and on the 14th Se-
pember (glorification of the Holy Cross) processions linked together 
with Holy Masses and catholic feasts were held at the chapel. The 
last feast recorded by them was held in 1768 in September.

After Ferenc Barkóczy was nominated to be the Archbishop of Esz-
tergom in 1761, his descendant, Károly Eszterházy eliminated many 
of the expensive initatives of his predecessor. He both had the Pala-
ce of Fuorcontrasti in Felsőtárkány demolished and also ended the 
support of the Nazarens living in the Valley of Perpetual Help. In ad-
dition to that he relocated György Barbarits, who had already served 
for 7 years on the Nagy-Eged and supposed to be the last hermit of 
the hill. From the 1770s – in his era - the chapel faded away without 
a trace – historians of the 1800s described the chapel only as a ruin.

Nevertheless, many denominations tend to keep up the memo-
ries of Hermits of the Eged hill. Here to mention as an example 
the 7 meter long Hermit Cave, or the Hermit Spring located on 
the northern side of the hill and said to never dry up owing to 
the ’pray of the hermit’. However, as a result of the dry climate 
unfortunately the spring cannot be found any more.

The siluette of the chapel and the caption ’Rudera’ (meaning 
ruin) appears on the top of the Nagy-Eged hill in the first military 
survey in Hungary (1782-1785)

Contemporary demonstration of Saint Egyed

The view of Eger with the Nagy-Eged hill on the map of Eger made by 
Vicentius Neuwirth in the 1800s (Source: Hungarian National Archive)

The support letter by Ferenc Barkóczy, Bishop of Eger, written 
in Latin on  10th May 1752  
(Source: Archive of Eger Archdiocese)

The request of the Hermits of Eged hill to the Magistrate 
written in 1760 in order to expedite the construction of the 
recently bgvtarted chapel. (Source: Archive of Heves County)

Presumably the demonstration of the Nagy-Eged hill on the 
wall of the Minor-Provost’s palace (Photo took by Márta Urbán)


